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SHORT VERSION
The alternative rockers StereoDrama are celebrating their 10th anniversary! New EP, New Sounds, New Tour in
Ecuador and across Europe. All in all, the release called “X” has more energy and heaviness than its predecessors.
Especially the newly added synthesizer and keyboard sound brings new facets and modern relevance. In the
South American home of the singer, the guys already cracked their status compared to Germany and Europe for
several years. With the new EP they get the "right footwear" for a sprint in Germany.

LONG VERSION
10 years of band history - check off or do the next step?
StereoDrama is celebrating its 10th anniversary. For a band, which the big breakthrough was withheld so far,
almost a biblical age. But unlike many other comrades the 5 alternative rockers do not think about a musical
capitulation. This seems less stubborn than consistent, considering that over the past decade the signs have
always pointed upwards and never towards stagnation. Step by step and tone by tone the sound as well as the
fan base and the spatial efficiency evolved. What sounds like a business plan and obligatory program, is based
on pure joy of playing that you can hear, see and feel.
Rest and relaxation are not on 2019´s roadmap. Instead, there is the new EP with the significant name "X" as
well as performances in Germany, the European region and a 3rd tour in Ecuador.
In the South American home of the singer, the guys already cracked their status compared to Germany and
Europe. Big festivals, TV shows and over 30 radio stations already welcomed the band. Even after two years
after their last visit, their songs are still being played on one of the big radio stations and is being heard in the
car radios once a day.
The ones knowing the earlier releases of the band, won't miss anything on the new EP and will be happy about
new things. As usual there are both English and Spanish lyrics, guitars sometimes fat, sometimes melodic.
Drums and bass are pushing the beat straight and tight into the ears, in the next song they loosen up the legs
with latin influence.
In summary, the new release has more energy and hardness than its predecessors. But especially the newly
added synthesizer and keyboard sound brings new facets and modern relevance.
Even if read on paper the sound description promises a lot of heterogeneity, the end product sounds very
harmonious and balanced. The roots of the band members are based in Ecuador, Germany, Greece and
Croatia. A band that unites the personalities associated with this cultural mix for over the past 10 years through
the love of music also seems to understand very well how to combine different musical influences.
Perhaps it is also due to this awareness that the new EP contains more profound and critical lyrics than
previous records.
The conclusion regards to the developing of the band sounds at the same time as a well-intentioned reference
to today's society:
Together. With the will towards to the goals. With love along the way.
10 years of StereoDrama. Time for big steps.
The new EP “X” will be released in autumn 2019.
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